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ABSTRACT : On a day-to-day basis, data managers have to provide data sets of all types to the various user groups at a faster
pace and at high quality standards than ever before. Hence the data management function must enable the E & P data cycle to
become less costly and more efficient and profitable. Having instantaneous access to field data form anywhere is a boon as well
as a bane. The organization need to have a proper policy on the beneficial uses and harmful uses of the collected data and clear
policies should be in place to decide the data access privileges. The paper deals with today’s E & P data management practices
followed in-house and all the other aspects of E&P data management like end user requirements, the role of E&P service
providers, data quality etc. The paper also emphasizes the Legacy Data Management (particularly, in respect of data contaminants)
and data reengineering to have an validated and integrated database having high degree of integration with other available
databases so that the data can be assessed easily and effectively by all the end users. The common pitfalls in naming conventions,
documentation, data storage, multiple application platforms, business ethics, etc also have been dealt with.

INTRODUCTION

E&P data management should look into all the
aspects of archival and data storage applications porting of
data into new model, secure access  & integration in tune
with the business practices of the company. The data
management is based on data types that need to be managed,
including inventory, digital E & P data, levels of data like
raw, processed and project data and spatial data that has
different locations. Data in hard copies is now a day digitized
and vectorised for better use of the data. Exploration data
classes, inter alia, include seismic trace data and navigation
data, geopolitical data, well header, trajectory data, logs,
formation tops and velocity surveys and reservoir data.
Engineering and production data classes like production
testing, DPRs, periodic testing of water injectors, stimulation
data, etc, also form the E&P data classes. A master enterprise
database with a browser is usually used to store all the data.

DATA MANAGEMENT ISSUES

Legacy Formats

Legacy digital data on the computers (well-data,
production data, laboratory data, seismic navigation data,
cultured data in ASCII file , database files, spread sheets
etc.) constitutes a big amount of E&P data. The porting of
legacy data which has been accumulated over years to the
new data model or solution needs a thorough analysis of the
data before migration The data contaminants like lack of
legacy standards, buried or hidden information and data

anomalies are to be taken care of. Data reengineering through
a low level data investigation, data typing and entity
identification will help in to attain the highest levels of data
quality in information systems that are critical to the business.
It ensures the critical integrity and accuracy of the data. The
marked data quality thus depends upon how much QC has
been applied to legacy data before migration.

Legacy Data Contaminants

Mapping legacy records directly into new databases
will subject critical information systems to data contaminants
that destroy the value and integrity of the data. While
migrating legacy data (millions of legacy records lacking
domain and entity integrity) into a new information system,
the following data contaminants are to be taken care of.

• Lack of Legacy Standards: Multiple formats within
separate set of data files. Legacy data comes from
different databases and hence the same data may be in
different formats. e.g.

WELL_NO, UWI, LATITUDE, LONGITUDE
UWI, WELL_NO, LONGITUDE, LATITUDE

• Legacy information buried and floating within free form
text fields: The legacy data may contain the information
that remains hidden and floating within free text. The
data should be analyzed to unlock the true identity of
critical business entities buried in legacy data in order
to preserve roles and relations needed for your relational
field, e.g.,
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BBDSN-II-A1 M-BB-BBDSN-A1WGS7269 2525360
358397.9

The location will be either 22° 49’ 47.491"N, 67° 37’
12.324"E or 22° 49’ 47.491"N, 73° 37’ 12.324"E
depending on the value of central meridian is either
69°E or 75°E, which were hidden in the data in the
example (Fig. 1).

Legacy Data Reengineering

Data re-engineering provides an automated means
to transform imperfect data from multiple legacy and external
sources into an accurate, consolidated database. Through a
low-level data investigation, data typing and entity
identification, data re-engineering attains highest levels of
data quality, accuracy and validity of data values and attains
critical entity integrity and logical key integrity. A single
programmer with the help of concerned domain expert can
build and execute a data re-engineering application
customized for the organization. By using meta-data
movement tools alone, an organization is most likely to
migrate legacy data contaminants to its new target and
sabotage the system.

Excuses for not reengineering

 For organizations migrating data from multiple
legacy data bases to a new consolidated system, adhering to
any of the following “excuses” for ignoring data quality may
lead to a data disaster.

1. “ The new data will be as good as the old, and the old
data seems to work just fine”

Old data works fine in the then existing operational
systems but may break down in new systems (aging legacy
systems were designed as transaction processors but not as
information engines that could satisfy all the queries of the
users).

Good data + good data  = bad data

Even though individual legacy files which have
adequate data quality for their original purposes, become laden
with data problems when merged.

2. “We have keys to join the data most of time”

The argument that though there was no unique key
for single entity, we know all the name of the entity will not
work in the new query based information systems.

3. “ If necessary we will clean up the data after migrating
to new system, after the pilot”

Unfortunately, post migration cleanups become too
late and destroy the credibility of the new system. Without
re-engineering data prior to migration, it may not be possible
to properly map complex relationships. e.g.

Fig.1 Error in position of seismic lines with different CM

• Legacy Myopia: Multiple account numbers to same
entity, block consolidated view. Inconsistent use of font
cases, white spaces, special characters will lead to wrong
naming and the same entity may appear in legacy data
as different entities, e.g.,

BB-DSN-II-A1, BBDSN-II-A-1, “BB-DSN-II-A1”,
BBDSN-11-A1, KKOSN-II-A 1, KKOSN-II-A-1,
BbdsN-II-A1

• The anomalies nightmare:  complex matching and
consolidation

These result from not having unique key, anomalies
and no standardization of spellings. e.g.  rig name with different
spelling variations KEDRANATH, K-NATH, KTH, etc. Out
of 2000 wells loaded in EXPLORATION & PRODUCTION
INFORMATION NETWORK (EPINET), Mumbai, there
were about 100 wells with duplicate names, resulting in the
creation of 200 UWI’s for the same number of wells.
(i.e. about 10%).

• Legacy data surprises in individual fields: These results
from data values that stray from their field descriptions
and business rules. While porting the below text data
into Excel for further migration to new database this
may happen.

Txt   BBDSN-II-A1  M-BB-BBDSN-A1WGS7269
2222222 75458778

XLS  BBDSN-II  A1  M-BB-BBDSN-A1 WGS7269
2222222 75458778
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(We came across a case where all the constraints of
a database were disabled and 2.5 lakh records were loaded.
But latter when they tried to enable the constraints, the every
thing went wrong and the database couldn’t be retrieved.)

4. “We are going to fix the data at the point of entry with
GUI’s and better edit process”

There are many flaws for this reasoning too. The
first one typing errors of data entry operators, categories of
data whose values and formats are beyond control. Though
we accept that it is a good intention to fix the data at the point
of entry after the implementation of new system, what will be
the case of huge volumes of existing records waiting for
migration from legacy to new relational database? Domain
integrity exists if a data value is valid for it range, and it
correctly relates to other values in record, for example, the
range for oil/gas production. Entity integrity exists if an entity
is clearly identified by one and only one set of attributes.

5. “ The users will never agree to change their data”

Do they also disagree with the need for high data
quality and accurate answers to their queries? Any way, it is
possible to still attain accuracy without changing the data
through foreign keys, synonym tables.

Documentation and Storage

E&P data also includes large volumes of asset data
like records, documents, films, maps, sections etc and bulk
volume of digitally recorded raw/ processed data in the form
of tapes, cartridges (e.g., seismic data, log-data and interpreted
data in different projects). This requires proper meta-data
management. Meta-data or “data about data” describes the
content, quality, condition and other characteristics of the data.

DATA Security

Data security risks & threats are much grater for E&P
data stores in network environments and also because of
complexity of vast organization structures and their locations.
There should be well defined polices to understand the nature
of threats, extent of losses due to theft or tampering the data
and security breaches.

There should be well defined security audit systems,
access restriction policy through smart card or by other
methods, intrusion detection systems, integration of IT & HR
policies, web Content /URL filtering, Virus firewalls and
proper planning of virtual LAN for better control of data flow
to take care of untoward incidents of data loss/damage due to
outside intervention.
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DATA MANAGEMENT TODAY

Top management started feeling that it would be a
good idea to devote resources to data management. Today
many of the solutions to data management are yesterdays
applications dressed up with some new jargon. Today’s data
management can be looked into as a data centric view of data
management.

Level Management Data Data O/S
Tools Types Habitat

Executive Office Automation, Reports, .doc,. .xls, PC-Intel-
.tiff,

informa- DPR’S, Document Memos, .cgm etc. Windows
tion management Composite

systems.  graphs,
Maps &
Sections

Vertical Workstation Project SEG, LIS, UNIX
Applica- Applications data Proprietary
tions Seismic binaries,

Maps Data
 etc. models

Data Data delivery Raw / SEG, LIS, UNIX
Stores systems processed LAS, Main

field data, legacy Frame
seismic native
and well formats
logs etc.

In this system, many of the problems stem from the
difficulty of transferring data vertically through this matrix
and others stem from the user bias and information the user
manipulates. If the exploration manager is a geo-chemist, he
too may use  an Excel spreadsheet to evaluate the likely ROI
from a variety of scenarios, but he may have a special interest
in the maturity of source rock in the vicinity of prospect. A
geo-physically bent manager may well check the interpreted
picks over the prospect and query how statistics were applied
and what migration velocities were used.

Top level decision in a company does not just occur
at the top level of the data and it is not possible to separate
data into low value, non competitive raw data and others high
value processed data. E&P data cannot be classified into
hierarchies. For example, a mega play in a basin could just
come from a realization that migration paths were larger or
different from previously assumed.

What an E&P asset /basin team/office needs is
transparent & seamless access to any and all of its data at the
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drop of a hat. The multi-tiered solutions on offer today are
long way from supplying this. The separation of tasks between
low value, non-competitive data management and high added
value wisdom based decision-making is hard to justify. Good
data management will give a supreme competitive advantage,
which will increase with time, and the ROI in E&P DM will
be high, for sure.

It is not enough to have processes that are
streamlined, they also need to adapt to constantly changing
conditions. In a rapidly changing technological environment
where increased functionality is marked by increased
complexity and speed, organizations need systems that are
robust, dependable and deliver what they promise.

SURVEY OF E & P DATA MANAGEMENT

End user requirements

A detailed study was taken up to identify the end-
user requirements i.e., exploration, development and
production departments requirements, business practices,
organization structure, data classes and priorities. The main
goal of the study is to provide E&P departments with a modern
cost effective DM tool to increase the efficiency and
productivity. This study has led to the definition and
preparation scope document for the project. The study also
covered wide areas like data availability, data quality, and
application connectivity in LAN/MAN/WAN environment. It
has noted that no DM solution is available to answer or solve
all the problems at once and it is not practical to try and solve
all the issues of all the users.

Hence, it was decided to go for a phased
implementation of the EXPLORATION & PRODUCTION
INFORMATION NETWORK (EPINET) project in selected
regions, which is much easier to manage. The project was
planned to cover the entire gamut of  E&P DM in two phases.
The phase-I has already been completed and EXPLORATION
& PRODUCTION INFORMATION NETWORK (EPINET)
is in use. The data classes considered in phase-I are:  Seismic
Navigation & Location data ,Well data, Log data , Reservoir
data, Geo-Chemical & Geo-Laboratory data, Production data
classes like well wise & platform wise production data of oil
& gas & onward dispatch details, royalty data, test data of
water injectors which mainly contributes to MIS, Pipeline data,
Surface facilities data, work over, completion, artificial lift
and stimulation data.

Vendor solutions

After identifying the needs and importance of having

a corporate and region wide E&P data management tool for
catering to all basin/ asset teams, a vendors’ meet was
organized to take stock of technology on offer. The Finder®
DM solution was found to be very nearly satisfying the
requirements, with little customization i.e. about 4%.

E & P SERVICE PROVIDERS  & THEIR ROLE IN DM

•  Seismic Contractors

Raw and processed Seismic data constitutes the major
chunk of E&P data volumes and by and large the data is
organized. The digital data will be either in SEG-Y or SEG-D
formats and can be ported to any new systems without much
difficulty as far as data formats are concerned. Here the main
problem is secondary storage devices like tape & cartridges,
which play a crucial role. The main problem is archiving the
data from the older media to faster large-capacity media
amenable to robotics. All the seismic service providers in the
field now a days can provide the data in required formats and
would not affect the selection of DM solutions. The DM
solution should be a combination of domain expertise,
hardware and software that can be integrated into the
company’s workflow.

•  Logging Contractors

In general log outputs from contractor to contractor
vary and hence the profile of old logging contractors and their
formats are to be studied before finalizing a solution.
Generally, log data comes in either standard LIS / LAS formats.
In the case of non-standard log formats such as those recorded
by Russian logging service providers, porting to the new
system would require lot of data format reengineering. Once
the DM solution is finalized, the future vendors could be asked
to provide log data in the standard log formats. This would
ensure data integrity and save time and cost overruns.

•  S/W Vendors

S/W vendors may influence your decision for
selecting proper DM solution, as the data formats of the new
model may or may not talk to all the existing E&P application
software. If the organization sources all application software
from a single vendor, then the cost and time on re-mastering/
developing half-links can be saved. This would lead to the
classic case of putting all eggs in one basket. Moreover, a
single vendor may not be in position to supply to all your
needs; a care is to be exercised while selecting the software
vendors.

•  Storage Service Providers

Today down time is simply not acceptable. Storage
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management has to include back up of files, automated disaster
recovery and multi-platform support etc. In addition to this,
the data storage service provider are to be selected on the
basis of their capabilities in retrieving data from old tapes/
cartridges and in digitizing hard copies and porting the same
to the formats which fits to the new data model and amenable
to robotic etc.

•  Non E &P Factors

Apart form the above discussed E&P related factors,
there are host of other non E&P factors like computing power,
operating systems, architectures, data bases are also be given
a thorough look, before jumping onto a particular DM solution.
The factors like interoperability and its usage in inter/intranet
environments are also to be tested.

•  Computing, OS, Architectures & Data Bases

In the Phase-I of EXPLORATION &
PRODUCTION INFORMATION NETWORK (EPINET),
the corporate database and replicate servers at Headquarters
and five regional servers have been installed. The servers
are mainly with RISC based processors with 2 to 4 CPUs
and throughput ratings ranging from 5000 to 6000 TPS per
CPU with SOLARIS-2.8 operating system. The database
backend is Oracle 8i® and front end Developer-2000®.

•  Inter / Intranet

The select DM should allow the data access through
web and in Internet / Intranet environment. The project has
been conceived with an objective to offer plethora of benefits
to end users in LAN/MAN/WAN environment. Narrow
bandwidth is a major constraint in the flow of data in MAN/
WAN environment. To overcome this, a web-based browser
has been developed in-house to browse different E&P data
classes and download seismic navigation and Log data in
LAS-format. In addition, GeoWeb® - a web-based tool, which
allows users to browse and down load the data to different
workstations, has been added to suite of DM software.

•  Document Management

Most oil and gas companies base their E&P
investment decisions on the company’s priceless data assets.
Unfortunately, much of today’s data are still not in digital
form. And a company’s physical data assets often number in
the millions. Therefore, it is no surprise that physical data

frequently reside in every corner of a business and are difficult
to find when needed. Documents in the form of WCR, FER,
Well-logs, Seismic section and interpreted horizon maps
constitute a large volume of E&P data. The data has to be
scanned and vectorised with proper indexing (meta data) that
the same can be available on line to all E&P users. In the
last decade, the amount of E&P paper and electronic
documents has increased exponentially. Often finding the
right document or scanned image may take days or weeks,
delaying interpretation or important decisions. Finder’s asset
DB can take care of the document management.

•  Standard Bodies And Relevant Standards

There are many international bodies working on
standardizing the E&P data like SEG, EAGE, PPDM, SPE,
POSC, API, etc. Of all these, Petro-technical Open Software
Corporations (POSC) standards were widely used and hence,
it has been decided that the selected DM solution should be
POSC compliant. The chosen product, Finder, is PPDM
(Public Petroleum Data Model) and POSC Compliant. These
standards enforce cross-platform portability and
interoperability.

QUALITY IN DATA MANAGEMENT

Direct access to operational data to asset teams
sitting at different places is a boon. But when data is
inaccurate, it creates rooms for mistakes. If the company is in
the business of trading the data, the data must be homogenized
with other suppliers data, which is no doubt a daunting task
with each set of data have  its own format. Without proper
standardization, it is difficult for companies to understand
diverse data, integrate into other applications and match new
data with old data. To ensure proper data quality, companies
need to clean inaccurate data. A practical way to do this is to
automate data quality processes i.e., implementing software
designed to continuously check for poor data quality. Data
quality is not a one time clean up job during the porting of
data into the database. Because of continuous data acquisition
and data loading, there must be some filters and checks, which
keep databases current and correct.

Naming Conventions

The lack of proper naming conventions/standards
often pose lot of problems while porting the legacy data into
an integrated data model, as different databases will have
different names for the same wells, seismic lines, objects etc.
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During the pre-migration study, it came out very clearly that
there is a major issue surrounding the well naming conventions
currently used in different legacy databases, even though there
exists a well naming policy. The problem lies with convention
of having different names for the released and drilled wells as
well. Often a single well appears with different names in
different databases. Keeping this in view, the task of well name
reconciliation has been initiated.

Data entry procedures

There should be strict guide lines and standards for
loading hardcopy data like WCR/FER/Seismic Transmittals
into the database. Generally, data loaders misspell the names
and put information in wrong fields while using data loading
forms. These errors proliferate as companies put data to
different uses and it all ends up in database. There should be
built in quality checks and filters that keep catalogs and
databases current and correct. It is better to have data quality
management software and it is to be ensured that solution will:

* Investigate thoroughly to find, exhibit and understand
the hidden relationships, structures and rules, if any.

* Create the consistency necessary to achieve highest
match rate by normalizing and standardizing the data
i.e. by providing sources for codes to be used.

Back Door Data management

The E&P data has been stored in different legacy
databases. The data has to be collected from various source
databases, which are data generators and from the project
databases. There should be clear and definitive policy on
different data sources (data owners) i.e., where form data is
to be collected and loaded (for example, all the well data from
the approved WCR / from Operation Geology Group) and
who can access, modify the data etc. The data collection at
personal level has to be strictly avoided for data consistency.

POINTS TO PONDER

Web is an enabling technology that empowers to
access and use the data in real-time. However, giving people
data needed and empowering them to make decisions should
commensurate with befitting accountability.

Data generators feel that they are the owners of data.
The data is organization’s property and all the needed users

should be in a position to access the data as per the laid down
guidelines/ policies.

The trouble with technology is that it progresses faster
than the users can develop wisdom, policies and ethical frame
works to use it properly. And probably that will remain always
a problem.

CONCLUSION

Organization is having millions of records of years
of operational data and new data pouring into databases. The
problem is the data quality. The data is from multiple systems
with different content, formats and organization and with
different ID’s or keys for the same facility or location etc.,
resulting in duplicates. The challenge is to turn this data
into enterprise with accurate and complete data sets. Or it is
the unstructured or unpredictable data input by the various
users with errors, missing values and information hiding in
the wrong fields. As result , cleaning, consolidating, and re-
engineering this data for different purposes to achieve and
maintain an enterprise data base is not a one-time job.
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